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The current level of IT security and reliability in Germany is inadequate. There are no longer any

limits and there is a general lack of knowledge, understanding, assessment skills, technology and

procedures.

Many IT products do not reach the necessary level of maturity in terms of IT security to guarantee

a basic degree of reliability.

German-produced IT security technologies should be used on a broader and more intensive basis

in order to minimise risk in the IT security problem areas of industrial espionage and cyber attacks.

This manifesto therefore sets out the problem areas in the field of IT security and identifies the

important tasks that lie ahead.

This manifesto is a public statement by VOICE – Federal Association of IT Users and the Federal
Association for IT Security – TeleTrusT on the aims and objectives necessary to achieve an

appropriate IT risk profile.

With that in mind, six joint propositions have been developed, and specific ‘Joint Tasks’ focused on

possible ways to overcome existing challenges have been sketched out for each proposition.

Towards greater IT security and reliability. Together



TeleTrusT – Bundesverband IT-Sicherheit e.V. [Federal Association of IT Users]
VOICE - Bundesverband der IT-Anwender e.V. [Federal Association of IT Security]

#1 Sustainable digitisation cannot succeed without IT security!
As a society, wemust not tolerate insecure IT solutions!

#2 Let’s usemore effective IT security solutions together!
Working together towards achievingmore effective IT security in our IT solutions!

#3 Encryption, transparency and trust are the digital tools for informational
self-determination!

Digital assets must be securely encrypted so that they benefit from extensive
protection! Transparency and trust must move from being a USP of an IT product to a
becoming one of its standard features!

#4 Security by design, privacy by design and transparent quality assurance are
all essential!

Security by design and privacy by design software avoid the need for subsequent
high-level security assessments, which is why future projects must satisfy those
requirements, whereas software that is already open source and used bymillions
must be subject to sustainedmonitoring focusing on IT security considerations!

#5We need sovereignty over our own IT security infrastructures!
The level of technology in Europemust be secured, developed and promoted in order
to guarantee that Europe has sovereignty over its key IT infrastructures!

#6 Cyber attacks, cyber sabotage and cyber espionage are posing an ever
greater threat!

If an IT solution has the potential to exert a negative impact on critical infra-
structures, it must be examinedwith particular care and inspected on a regular
basis!
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IT is the ‘driving force’ and the basis for the well-being of our modern, global information- and

knowledge-based society. We have to acknowledge that, since the emergence of IT, IT security

problems have got larger every year rather than smaller. Current IT architectures of our devices,

servers and network components are not securely designed and constructed to withstand the

skills of smart hackers.

Every day the media report on how criminal hackers are taking advantage of the inadequate

quality of software to carry out successful attacks, install malware, steal passwords and identities,

and spy on our devices. Users and businesses are too tolerant of unsecure IT systems. If security

is to be improved, there will have to be a radical shift in such attitudes in future given the

significance of IT in our society.

Maintaining appropriate, secure and reliable IT systems and infrastructures together is key to

ensuring the successful future of our information- and knowledge-based society. Lastly, efforts to

achieve digitisation must also embrace sustainability as a strategic goal. That can be achieved only

if IT technologies and services are secure and reliable.
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IT systems have to grapple with immense security problems –
if those problems are not surmounted in the future, sustainable digitisation will be impossible.

Sustainable digitisation cannot succeed without IT security!

1. Proposition



Joint tasks
All interested parties must develop and apply improved and effective IT solutions so that a

common, secure and reliable IT network can be successfully and sustainably implemented. This

requires a detailed specification of users’ requirements as well as the willingness to implement

these requirements using secure and reliable IT solutions supplied by IT manufacturers.

In the future, we will implement and adopt risk-based approaches and adaptive IT security

architectures both in primary applications and in industrial control components (machines and

systems).

The increasingly rapid digitisation process means that IT security considerations must be

incorporated into new IT architectures, IT applications and industrial control components. To

achieve this successfully, regardmust be given to both information technology (IT) and operational

technology (OT) and the interfaces must be standardised jointly. IT security is not only a business

enabler, but is also a fundamental requirement in the end-to-end process.

A distinction must be drawn in connection with IT technologies and IT security requirements

between communicative digitisation and industrial digitisation, but consideration must be given to

a joint IT security strategy.

From a national perspective, qualitative IT security is a major USP. ‘IT Security made in Germany’

has already established itself as the standard for IT security and data protection in Germany.

However, the development and promotion of sovereignty over IT security remains a significant

challenge that must be overcome.

Hardware and software loopholes must be closed by manufacturers as soon as possible. Users

have a duty to take up the improvements offered without delay. It is well known that a majority of

successful attacks are perpetrated by targeting outdated software. Familiar concepts upon which

current software development is based must be reviewed from the perspective of IT security and

redesigned where necessary. The security level of an IT product must be clearly identifiable,

verifiable and comparable with that of other products.

Hardware-related IT solutions, such as in the Internet of Things (IoT) for example, also require

innovative concepts so that loopholes can be patched quickly and simply.

Manufacturers, integrators, operators and users of IT security solutions must take their

responsibility more seriously.

As a society, we must not tolerate insecure IT solutions!
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As a result of more complex software and more complicated connections between protocols,

services, IT equipment and global infrastructures, the potential targets of attacks on IT technology

are becoming more varied and growing significantly in number. To achieve sustainable

digitisation, we require extensive and comprehensive IT concepts. Harmless devices such as, for

example, coffee machines, printers, smart watches, etc., are already today being successfully used

as gateways for attacks.

There are a good many IT security technologies currently available that could help to reduce the

risk significantly, and thus minimise damages, if they were used universally.

The reasons why more effective IT security solutions are not used include:

• poor usability of IT security solutions

• too many different products that have to work with one another and be managed

• a lack of trust in the effectiveness of IT security solutions

• problems connected with the integration of IT security technologies into standard solutions

• a lack of international support

The IT security products currently available are highly fragmented. Smaller suppliers cover only

niche products. This means that numerous small niche solutions must be ‘piled on top of one

another’ to ensure broad protection against diverse threats. This is not only unacceptable in the

long run, but also highly inefficient. There is no one-stop, ‘complete solution’ provided by a

national manufacturer in Germany.

On its own, it is difficult for a company to effect change. Only if all interested parties concerned

work closely together can we achieve a higher and appropriate level of IT security and reliability,

thus reducing the risk to an acceptable degree. An acceptable IT security risk can spur on

digitisation and make sustainability possible. However, without the joint implementation of a

defined IT security strategy, sustainable digitisation will fail.
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Highly fragmented security products and a lack of any common approach make it difficult for
businesses to find and apply the appropriate secure and reliable IT solutions.

Let’s use more effective IT security solutions together!

2. Proposition



Joint tasks
An extensive and comprehensive IT concept must be developed so that a sustainable process of

digitisation is possible and each and every IT component can be incorporated into a risk

management approach. Interfaces to enable IT solutions produced by different manufacturers

and operated by different users to work together must be standardised jointly.

We must move from a supply-driven to a demand-driven IT security market. With that in mind,

user companies should come together and exercise their purchasing power fairly. Close

cooperation between manufacturers and users is essential to achieve the operational application

of appropriate, effective, secure and reliable IT solutions and to implement extensive and

comprehensive IT concepts successfully.

Cooperation with IT market leaders is necessary to ensure the optimum integration of IT security

solutions into hardware and software and tomonitor that integration process. Joint IT competence

centres must be established to achieve mutual synergy effects.

A joint IT security strategy with specific objectives such as the security and reliability of IT solutions

(objectives that can be achieved by all interested parties working together) is essential. Major joint

objectives enjoy top priority, which is why we must broaden our focus beyond the minimum areas

of overlap.

Ultimately, a sustainable implementation of IT security strategy encompassing all interested

parties is required.

Working together towards achieving more effective IT security in our IT solutions!
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IT technologies and services must be secure and reliable so they can be put to positive use in our

society. Encryption is a particularly effective and essential IT security mechanism. The potential

scope for attack is reduced and digital assets receive appropriate protection. This is true both in

terms of the privacy of all members of the public and the protection of corporate assets. We need

comprehensive encryption covering the transmission and storage of digital information. With that

in mind, we require secure and reliable encryption products that are easy to integrate and use.

Encryption can be introduced easily, in particular in the field of communications encryption, and

this a process that should be implemented jointly. In the case of the encryption of stored digital

assets, the appropriate IT security infrastructures must be provided so that the needs of

businesses in terms of availability are met. The protection of our society’s intellectual property

must be secured going forward with the help of encryption systems.

Loopholes and back doors created for reasons of government policy reduce security and destroy

trust in the increasingly important IT technologies and services.

In order to achieve a sustainable process of digitisation, it is more important to protect the digital

assets in our information- and knowledge-based society than to allow intelligence services and law

enforcement agencies potential access through a general watering down of IT solutions.

As soon as IT products that are already ‘insecure’ are released on the market, or IT security

features are offered solely at the request of the user or can be switched on and off, the spirit and

purpose of IT security is undermined. This must be avoided.
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Transparency and trust are required to ensure that secure IT products may be used reliably.

Encryption, transparency and trust are the digital tools for
informational self-determination!

3. Proposition



Joint tasks

The manufacturers and users of encryption solutions must work in closer cooperation to ensure
not only that more active use is made of encryption, but also to make it possible for such solutions
to be used more effectively, integrated more simply and managed more efficiently. Like the airbag
in a car, the encryption products of the future must be secure and reliable, but also be as
transparent as possible for the user.

Looking forward, post-quantum cryptography is already an important factor in determining the
strength of cryptographic solutions and must be viewed as such. We must work together to
remove existing obstacles so that encryption solutions are used to a significantly greater extent.

We must produce and use only IT technologies and services that do not contain any loopholes or
back doors created for reasons of government policy. The countries of the EU and the EU itself
should position themselves as being clearly in favour of protecting digital assets, and should
ensure that more secure and more reliable IT technologies and services are developed and used.

Germany must not allow IT technologies to be watered down by statutory obligations or by other
means. This would be detrimental to the effectiveness of IT security, thus posing a threat to the
privacy of all members of the public, jeopardising the security of corporate assets and thwarting
the success of the digital transformation process.

Users and manufacturers jointly reject both a weakening of cryptography for reasons of
government policy and calls for back doors.

Trust and transparency will be particularly important considerations when assessing and selecting
IT solutions.

Digital assets must be securely encrypted so that they benefit from extensive protection!
Transparency and trust must move from being a USP of an IT product to a becoming one of its
standard features!
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Transparency is an important aspect of trust. Open systems, IT architectures and IT products

enable levels of security and reliability to be reviewed as required. Most of our society operates

with and thanks to open source software. The quality of and the processes around the

development of open source software offer great potential for improvement with regard to

security and trust in the field of IT. The potential for improvement to develop secure and more

reliable software, in particular open source software, must be successfully promoted, funded and

used jointly.

IT security solutions are considerably more effective and simpler to use where consideration is

given to IT security during the design and development of software and hardware. This creates

broader acceptance amongst users and ensures wider distribution, which in turn guarantees a

higher degree of IT security and reliability in the field of IT.
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The development paradigms ‘security by design’ and ‘privacy by design’ plus transparent quality
assurance must be implemented unconditionally for all IT solutions to achieve greater security
and reliability.

Security by design, privacy by design and transparent quality
assurance are all essential!

4. Proposition



Joint tasks

All users must assume (joint) responsibility for major open source components. A joint fund must

be established to provide financial resources for use in improving the quality of major open source

components. In addition to conducting regular security assessments of widely and jointly used

software, it should be possible to formulate and promote desirable, jointly usable open source

technologies.

Security by design and privacy by design are key development paradigms for the manufacture,

assessment and selection of IT solutions.

All stakeholders will help to ensure access to modern, secure and reliable IT technologies quickly

within significant and forward-looking areas of application, as a result of the ever increasing pace

of the digitisation process.

IT usability and the experience of using IT are important deciding factors and must be considered

from the user’s perspective. The software developed, which comes from external companies or in-

house departments, must in future attribute particularly high significance to security by design

and privacy by design.

Security by design and privacy by design software avoid the need for subsequent high-level
security assessments, which is why future projects must satisfy those requirements, whereas
software that is already open source and used by millions must be subject to sustained
monitoring focusing on IT security considerations!
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IT security infrastructures, such as, for example, VPNs, email encryption, electronic identities,

domain certificates, etc., should fall within the responsibility of Europe as regards the origin of

technologies and products.

The overriding objective is to maintain, and if necessary regain, sovereignty over our own IT

infrastructures. Digital sovereignty is a fundamentally important component of digital self-

determination, in particular with regard to IT infrastructure.
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Europe does not have its own IT security infrastructure –
this is vital for our own sovereignty and for secure and reliable IT solutions.

We need sovereignty over our own IT security infrastructures!

5. Proposition



Joint tasks
The EUmust take steps in the short to medium term to develop and secure sovereignty in the field

of IT security.

Special significance must be attributed to consideration of the ‘IT security infrastructure in Europe’

in connection with the IT solutions deployed. Only by so doing can the self determination of

companies and our society as a whole be guaranteed.

The supervisory and advisory boards of German/European firms must scrutinise and evaluate the

IT security requirements for products, services and applications as part of their strategies.

The level of technology in Europe must be secured, developed and promoted in order to
guarantee that Europe has sovereignty over its key IT infrastructures!
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Cyber attacks, cyber sabotage and cyber espionage by other countries or terrorist groups

represent new threats that significantly alter and increase the risk to our society and to individual

businesses.

Cyber attacks are perpetrated with a view to achieving political goals more easily and less

expensively. The STUXNET example shows how countries in possession of smart malware were

able to delay uranium processing in a particular country for two years by engaging in cyber

sabotage.

Applications that are currently regarded as secure must therefore also be re-evaluated. IT

concepts, guidelines and training are likewise necessary to ensure that focus is not just directed

towards technical aspects.
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A successful attack on critical infrastructures is also a very significant risk for most companies.

Cyber attacks, cyber sabotage and cyber espionage are posing an
ever greater threat!

6. Proposition



Joint tasks

All major IT applications must be examined from the perspectives of cyber attack, cyber sabotage
and cyber espionage and re-assessed so that IT security measures can be implemented to ensure
that the applications operate appropriately, securely and more robustly.

The ever-increasing threat of cyber attack needs to be factored into companies’ risk assessments.
Efforts to promote cooperation between all interested parties, regardless of statutory obligations,
should be undertaken with a view to achieving greater security and robustness.

However, in order to prevent significant damage being caused to society, investment must also be
made in the areas of prevention, detection and response. Emergency planning for a worst-case
scenario is likewise essential, such as the development of crisis team exercises and the creation of
rapid-response forces.

If an IT solution has the potential to exert a negative impact on critical infrastructures, it must
be examined with particular care and inspected on a regular basis!
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The foundations for the IT Security Manifesto were discussed and developed in the Digital Security

workshop as part of the VOICE DECISION MAKERS PANEL: Innovation meets Operational

Excellence: IT Applied held in Vienna in September 2016.

The workshop presenters were:
Prof. Dr. Norbert Pohlmann, Head of the Institute for Internet Security – if(is) and

Chairman of TeleTrusT – Federal Association for IT Security

Dr. Rolf Reinema, Head of Technology Field IT-Security, Siemens AG

The workshop was attended by:
Sebastian Barchnicki, Corporate Strategy & Alliance Management,

secunet Security Networks AG

Uwe Beikirch, Management Board, baramundi software AG

Rainer Göttmann, CEO, metafinanz Informationssysteme GmbH

Prof. Dr. Udo Helmbrecht, Executive Director,
ENISA - European Union Agency for Network and Information Security

Dr. Andreas Huth, Management Board, Beta Systems Software AG

Detlef Henze, Head of the Group IT Division, TÜV Austria Holding AG

Wolfram Müller, Head of Group IT, EUROGATE GmbH & Co. KGaA

Patrick Quellmalz, Head of Services, VOICE - Federal Association of IT Users

Stepan Seycek, PhD student, University of Vienna
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Digital Security workshop
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Chairman of the Federal Association for IT Security – TeleTrusT e.V.
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Westphalian University of Applied Sciences, IT & Communications Department

Neidenburger Str. 43

45897 Gelsenkirchen

Tel.: (+49) (0)209 / 9596-515

Mobile: (+49) (0)173 / 3021 838

Email: pohlmann@internet-sicherheit.de

Sebastian Barchnicki
Corporate Strategy & Alliance Management

secunet Security Networks AG

Kurfürstenstr. 58

45138 Essen

Tel.: (+49) (0)201 / 5454-1013

Email: sebastian.barchnicki@secunet.com

Patrick Quellmalz
Head of Services

VOICE – Federal Association of IT Users

Cologne office: Building 1

Waltherstraße 49-51

51069 Cologne

Tel.: (+49) (0)30 / 2084 964 73

Mobile: (+49) (0)176 / 84 36 57 36

Email: patrick.quellmalz@voice-ev.org
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Back door
A back door enables unauthorised third

parties to access an IT system.

Industrial digitisation
Industrial digitisation allows components

within an industrial environment –

components that are increasingly connected

to IP networks (such as Industrial Internet,

Industry4.0, etc.) – tobemonitored, controlled

and analysed.

Information technology (IT)
The whole spectrum of technologies used for

data processing, such as software, hardware,

communications technologies and associated

services.

IT Securitymade in Germany
An IT security firm must satisfy a total of five

criteria to obtain the quality mark. A company

with its registered office in Germany is

required, interalia, toensure therearenoback

doors in products and services and to comply

with German data protection law.

https://www.teletrust.de/itsmig/

Sovereignty over IT security
This means that the IT solutions can be

implemented and operated on a secure and

reliable basis, regardless of the activities of

other countries. This is becoming more and

more important given the increasing threat of

cyber attacks.

Communicative digitisation
All current digital means of contacting other

people or computers are generally referred to

by the term communicative digitisation.

Critical infrastructure
Critical infrastructures are facilities of great

importance to the state, the failure or

impairment of which would result in

sustainable supply shortages, considerable

disruptions to public security, or other

dramatic consequences. Within the context of

this manifesto, IT solutions in particular are

identified as a critical infrastructure of

businesses.

Operational technology (OT)
OT is a categoryof hardwareand software that

identifies or triggers a change within the

company through the direct monitoring

and/or control of physical devices, processes

and events.

Stakeholders
In this manifesto, stakeholders are groups of

people who have a common interest in

structuring IT systems and networks in amore

secure and reliable way. They come from the

following sectors: politics, administration,

research, user communities and

manufacturers.

Glossar
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